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Abstract—A comparative study has been performed to inves-
tigate the processing effects on via extrusion for through-silicon
vias (TSVs) in 3-D integration. This paper is focused on three
TSV structures with identical geometry but different processing
conditions. The thermomechanical behavior, microstructure, via
extrusion, and additives incorporated during electroplating are ex-
amined by various techniques, including the electron backscatter
diffraction and the time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectroscopy.
By comparing the stress, material, and via extrusion behaviors of
the TSV structures, the effect of processing conditions, particu-
larly electroplating and postplating annealing, on via extrusion are
discussed.

Index Terms—Through-silicon via (TSV), via extrusion,
thermal stress, electroplating.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN three-dimensional (3D) integration, two or more thin dies
are stacked and connected by through-silicon vias (TSVs).

Such an integration scheme offers several distinct advantages
to overcome the wiring limit imposed on chip performance,
power dissipation and package form factor beyond the 14 nm
technology node [1]–[3]. In the commonly used “via-middle”
scheme, TSVs are incorporated into the wafer after fabrication
of transistors and before processing the back-end-of-the-line
(BEOL) interconnects. The fabrication of TSVs involves deep-
etching of via holes, deposition of oxide liner, diffusion barrier,
and seed layers, electroplating of Cu to fill the via holes, and
finally chemical-mechanical planarization (CMP) [4]. The ther-
mal expansion mismatch between copper (Cu) and silicon (Si)
can induce large thermal stresses in and round the TSV when it
is subjected to temperature excursions during BEOL processing
[5]. Several yield and reliability issues resulted from the thermal
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stress have been reported for TSV. Cu extrusion or TSV “pop-
up,” which describes the irreversible vertical protrusion of Cu,
is of particular concern since the vertical protrusion of Cu can
damage the adjacent interconnect structures during fabrication
or thermal cycling [5]–[7]. It is thus desirable to optimize the
processing condition to minimize via extrusion. In this paper,
by examining TSV structures with different electroplating and
post-plating annealing conditions, the effect of TSV processing
on via extrusion is investigated. Potential approaches to im-
prove via extrusion reliability by microstructure control with
optimized processing conditions are discussed.

II. EXPERIMENTS

A. Test Vehicle

TSV samples from two different sources were used in this
study. Both sets of TSVs were blind vias with identical dimen-
sion of 5.5 × 50 μm (diameter × height) and were fabricated in
760 μm thick Si wafers. The electroplating chemistries used to
produce the two TSV sets were different, and are referred to as
Chemistry A and Chemistry B. Details of Chemistry A and B
were not disclosed by the suppliers. When received, the TSVs
fabricated with Chemistry A had already been subjected to post-
plating annealing at 430 ◦C for 10 minutes prior to CMP. This
set of TSV samples will be called ChemA-430C. The other set
of TSVs fabricated with Chemistry-B received no post-plating
annealing prior to CMP, and will be called ChemB-NA. To
further compare these two TSV sets, the original ChemB-NA
TSVs were annealed at 430 ◦C for 10 minutes and then un-
derwent CMP. The resulting TSVs are called ChemB-430C.
The rest of the study will focus on these three TSV sam-
ples which have identical geometry but different processing
conditions.

B. Thermo-Mechanical Characterization

Recent studies have shown that substrate curvature method
can be extended from thin film to TSV structures and serves
as an effective way to capture the materials and thermos-
mechanical behaviors of TSV structures [8]. Thermal cycling
measurements were carried out on the three TSV samples, and
the curvature-temperature behaviors after three thermal cycles
to 400 ◦C are plotted in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Substrate curvature measurement of (a) ChemA-430C, (b) ChemB-NA,
and (c) ChemB-430C.

ChemA-430 C shows linear curvature up to 400 ◦C through-
out the measurement, suggesting that the Cu TSVs behave
mostly linear elastic in this sample. ChemB-NA, on the other
hand, has large relaxation above 200 ◦C during heating of
the first half-cycle, which is followed by a small but visible
nonlinearity during cooling of the first cycle and in subsequent
cycles. Comparing to ChemB-NA, ChemB-430C showed less
curvature relaxation. In the 2nd and 3rd cycles, hysteresis loops
are clearly observed in ChemB-430C.

Isothermal measurements were also carried out, where the
samples were heated to 400 ◦C and held for 1 hour before
cooling to room temperature. The curvature changes at 400 ◦C
are plotted as a function of time (t) in Fig. 2. To compare
the amount of curvature relaxation, the curvatures at time
t = 0 are shifted to the same point. Here ChemA-430C has
minimal curvature relaxation, while ChemB-NA showed sig-
nificantly larger curvature change at 400 ◦C. The relaxation of
ChemB-430C was slightly smaller than ChemB-NA but still
much larger than ChemA-430C. The large curvature relaxation
in both ChemB-NA and ChemB-430C indicates the presence
of diffusional creep in these samples [9].

Fig. 2. Isothermal relaxation measurement of ChemA-430C, ChemB-NA,
and ChemB-430C.

Fig. 3. Grain growth in ChemB-NA. (a) EBSD grain orientation map.
(b) Grain size.

C. Microstructure Analysis

The evolution of Cu grain structure during temperature cy-
cling was studied by electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD).
For each sample, individual thermal cycling tests to 100, 200,
300, and 400 ◦C were carried out, respectively. After each
single temperature thermal cycling test, the TSVs were cross-
sectioned by focused ion beam (FIB) for EBSD measurement.
An “as-received” via was also examined to provide a reference
point. Grain growth was observed only in ChemB-NA, occur-
ring most noticeably beyond 200 ◦C, as shown in Fig. 3. For
ChemA-430C and ChemB-430C, the grain structure appeared
to be stable with no apparent size and orientation changes
before and after thermal cycling to 400 ◦C.

The percentage of Σ3 boundary, which is a twin bound-
ary for Cu, is analyzed. There is about 77% Σ3 boundary
in ChemA-430C, which is much larger than the amount of
Σ3 boundaries in ChemB-NA and ChemB-430C, which are
56% and 53%, respectively. For all three samples, there is no
systematic change in the percentage of twin boundaries with
increased thermal cycling temperatures.

D. Via Extrusion

Via extrusion was examined by AFM after the samples
were subjected to a single thermal cycling to 400 ◦C. The
height profiles across the top of the vias before (H0) and
after thermal cycling (H400) are extracted and plotted in
Fig. 4. The depression at the top surface of ChemA-430C and
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Fig. 4. Height profile across the via diameter for (a) ChemA-430C,
(b) ChemB-NA, and (c) ChemB-430C. The red lines correspond to the net
via extrusion (ΔH = H400 −H0).

ChemB-430C is due to dishing effect in CMP. To show the
extent of Cu protrusion after thermal cycling, the original via
height, H0, is subtracted from via height after thermal cycling,
H400. The difference, ΔH = H400 −H0, corresponds to the
net via extrusion and is also plotted. For ChemA-430C, after
thermal cycling to 400 ◦C, there is slightly increased surface
roughness near grain boundaries but no apparent via extru-
sion. ChemB-NA has the most significant extrusion, which is
non-uniform with hillocks and large height variations across
the via top. There is still via extrusion for ChemB-430C
but the magnitude is less than that for ChemB-NA. The max-
imum extrusion height is 7.0 nm, 173.9 nm, and 44.9 nm for
ChemA-430C, ChemB-NA, and ChemB-430C respectively.

E. Time-of-Flight Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry

To examine the additive elements incorporated in Cu vias
during electroplating, the TSV samples were cross-sectioned
by FIB and measured by time-of-flight secondary ion mass

TABLE I
COUNTS OF CL− , F− , S− , AND CN− ELEMENTS

IN THE TSV (NORMALIZED BY CU− )

TABLE II
COMPARISON OF THREE TSV SAMPLES

spectrometry (TOF-SIMS). Specifically, elements commonly
found in electrodeposited Cu, including Cl-, F-, S-, and CN-
were measured and summarized in Table I [10]. In com-
parison, ChemA-430C incorporated much larger amount of
additives than both ChemB-NA and ChemB-430C. No no-
ticeable changes in element concentration are observed for
ChemA-430C and ChemB-430C after thermal cycling, while
reduced element concentration is observed for ChemB-NA.
The difference in the amount of additive elements as measured
by TOF-SIMS together with the results on microstructure and
stress behavior presented in this paper allow us to discuss
qualitatively the effect of electroplating chemistry on TSV
reliability even though detailed electroplating chemistry was
not available.

III. DISCUSSION

A. Comparison of TSV Samples

The thermo-mechanical behavior, microstructure, extrusion
behaviors, and additive elements of the three TSV samples are
summarized in Table II.

Several differences can be seen among the three samples.
ChemA-430C, which has minimal via extrusion, shows no
relaxation both during thermal cycling and isothermal mea-
surements. It has a stable grain structure with a large amount
of twin boundaries, and has incorporated the most additive
elements. In comparison, ChemB-NA, which has the largest
via extrusion, shows largest relaxation during thermal cycling
and isothermal measurements. There are fewer twin bound-
aries in ChemB-NA, and almost no grain growth during ther-
mal cycling. The amount of additive elements incorporated
in ChemB-NA is small and decreased with grain growth.
ChemB-430C showed a small stress relaxation during thermal
cycling but a large relaxation during isothermal annealing. It
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has a stable grain structure with a small percentage of twin
boundaries and small amount of additive elements. The amount
of extrusion in ChemB-430C is smaller than ChemB-NA but
larger than ChemA-430C.

B. Mechanism of Via Extrusion

Grain growth, plastic yielding by dislocation glide, and dif-
fusional creep are three inelastic processes that could cause
extrusion in the measured samples [11]. As no obvious via
extrusion was observed in ChemA-430C, it can be assumed that
for the given testing condition, all three inelastic processes are
absent. For ChemB-430C, grain growth is absent but the hys-
teresis loop during thermal cycling and the curvature relaxation
during isothermal annealing suggest that plastic yielding and
diffusional creep are both present and have contributed to via
extrusion [9], [10]. Due to the confinement of surrounding Si,
plasticity in TSVs is mostly localized [12]. Given the relatively
large curvature relaxation during isothermal measurement, it is
likely that diffusional creep is more dominant in contributing to
via extrusion. For ChemB-NA, the results suggest that all three
inelastic processes have happened, which leads to the largest
amount of via extrusion in that sample.

C. Effect of Processing

The three TSV samples have identical geometries but differ-
ent processing conditions, and the observation of their different
extrusion behaviors provides clues to the effect of processing
on via extrusion.

Post-plating annealing is known to stabilize grain struc-
ture [13], [14]. This is the case for ChemA-430C and
ChemB-430C, where no change in microstructure, includ-
ing grain size and orientation is observed. Comparing to
ChemB-NA, the much-reduced via extrusion in ChemB-430C
indicates that grain growth is suppressed through post-plating
annealing, which is desirable. Similar observations have been
made by other groups, and post-plating annealing has been rec-
ommended as a fix to the via extrusion problem [14]. Although
this appears to be the case for ChemA-430C, the considerable
extrusion in ChemB-430C suggests that annealing alone is not
sufficient to resolve the via extrusion problem. Specifically,
annealing does not seem to eliminate diffusional creep in
ChemB-430C which is a major contribution to via extrusion
in that sample.

Both grain boundary diffusion and interface diffusion
could cause the creep behavior in ChemB-430C. In Cu, it is
known that twin boundaries, especially Σ3 boundaries, have
significantly smaller diffusivity than high angle boundaries
[15]. Therefore, it is as expected that ChemA-430C, which
has predominantly Σ3 boundaries, has very small diffusional
creep. Similarly, with fewer Σ3 boundaries, ChemB-430C is
more prone to grain boundary diffusion, which leads to larger
extrusion.

Given that the major difference between ChemA-430C and
ChemB-430C is electroplating condition, it is clear that elec-
troplating plays a key role in controlling via extrusion. Al-
though it is difficult to quantitatively discuss the effect of

electroplating conditions without details of the electroplating
chemistry, the results seem to suggest that the larger amount
of additive elements incorporated in ChemA-430C may be
beneficial for reduced via extrusion.

D. Discussion of Approaches to Reduce Via Extrusion

An interesting observation in this study is that ChemA-430C
may be treated as an “ideal” TSV structure in terms of
its resistance to via extrusion. Qualitatively, by examining
ChemA-430C, useful guidelines to improve via extrusion re-
liability may be deduced.

First of all, the post-plating annealing at 430 ◦C helps to
stabilize the grain structure in the sample. In recent years, the
importance of stabilizing grain structure had been recognized
by the industry, and a high temperature post-plating annealing
step has been widely incorporated in the via middle process
after electroplating of Cu and before CMP [6], [16], [17].
Secondly, the electroplating condition for ChemA-430C leads
to the incorporation of relatively large amount of additive ele-
ments in the vias. Typically, the additives are segregated at grain
boundaries, which could affect the properties of TSV in several
ways. For example, the impurity elements could pin grain
boundary movement and increase the resistance for dislocation
glide. The pinning of impurity elements at grain boundaries
could also affect microstructure evolution in the TSVs and
their thermo-mechanical behaviors, which in turn change the
via extrusion characteristics. Further studies with proper test
structures will be needed to elucidate the role of electroplating.
Finally, the microstructure of Cu plays an important role in via
extrusion, both by affecting the yield strength and by diffusion
at grain boundaries [18], [19]. To improve the resistance to via
extrusion, it is important to optimize the microstructure of Cu.
In particular, the results in this study and other studies seem to
suggest that a large amount of twin boundaries is desirable [19].

IV. SUMMARY

In this study, TSV structures with different electroplating and
post-plating annealing conditions are studied. By examining the
thermos-mechanical behaviors, microstructure, additive incor-
poration, and via extrusion behaviors, the inelastic processes in
the Cu via contributing to via extrusion are discussed. Electro-
plating and post-plating annealing play important but different
roles in controlling via extrusion. These conditions need to
be optimized during the fabrication of TSVs to minimize via
extrusion. Ideally, optimized processing condition would lead
to an optimal microstructure similar to that of ChemA-430C
with stabilized grain structure and a large amount of twin
boundaries to suppress the inelastic processes and control via
extrusion.
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